Introduction
found that English speakers rate words that violate natural phonotactic constraints 1 as worse than words that violate unnatural ones. Their "natural" constraints both enforced typologically common restrictions and were phonetically grounded, while their unnatural constraints met neither criterion. They used this experimental finding as evidence for a learning bias in favor of natural constraints.
The strength of this conclusion was weakened by the presence of a confound: the unnatural constraints were also more structurally complex. 2 In laboratory studies of artificial language learning, structural complexity seems to have a more consistent effect on ease of learning than phonetic grounding or typological attestedness (see Moreton and Pater 2012 for a review). In this paper, I present results from a version of Hayes and White's experiment that includes both complexity and naturalness as variables.
I consider the constraints of interest to belong to one of four categories: Natural Simple, Natural Complex, Unnatural Simple, and Unnatural Complex. If complexity were solely responsible for Hayes and White's (2013) results, then it should be the only factor affecting a constraint's learnability and the simple constraints should be more easily learned. However, my experiment's results suggest that naturalness and complexity both affect phonological acquisition: supporting the conclusions of Hayes and White (2013) , but differing from the findings of most artificial language learning studies.
Design
I categorized constraints that were created by the UCLA Phonotactic Learner (Hayes and Wilson 2008) based on a collection of English words 3 as either natural or unnatural (following the methodology of Hayes and White 2013). I labeled constraints as natural if they represented typologically common restrictions and were phonetically motivated (such as a constraint against vowel hiatus). By consulting the existing literature and performing searches of P-Base (Mielke 2008) , I confirmed that phonological patterns similar to the natural constraints were attested in languages other than English. The natural constraints that were chosen for this study, as well as their naturalness justifications, appear in Table 1 .
In addition to this, I distinguished constraints as either complex or simple based on how many phonetic features were present in their description. This definition of complexity is similar to Chomsky and Halle's Evaluation Procedure (1968) and similar complexity metrics have been shown to have an effect on nonlinguistic learning (Bulgarella and Archer 1962 1 The word "constraint" is used in this paper to refer to a learned phonotactic regularity in a language. 2 While Hayes and White (2013) did perform an ad hoc test checking for the effects of complexity, they describe their analysis as unreliable since its results suggested that participants had a bias against simple patterns. 3 An edited form of CELEX (Baayen et al. 1995) was used. For more information on this corpus, see Hayes and White (2013:51) .
Brandon Prickett complex since it makes use of four. This resulted in each simple group having fewer features in its constraints than its complex counterpart. 4 Unlike Hayes and White (2013) , I only included bigram constraints in my experimental design, leaving exploring this variable as an avenue for future research. Table 2 shows the constraints that were used, by their naturalness and complexity. [-strid.] 
in the onset
No round diphthongs before non-stridents, except when the non-strident is in coda position 3 Methods Hayes and White (2013) , the stimuli for this experiment consisted of nonce words.
Stimuli As in
Half of the words violated constraints that belonged to one of the four groups shown in Table 2 : Natural Simple, Natural Complex, Unnatural Simple, and Unnatural Complex. Each of these violating stimuli had a control group partner. The control group consisted of nonce words that were as similar to their partner as possible without violating any English constraints found by the UCLA Phonotactic Learner (Hayes and Wilson 2008) . In many cases, partners only differed in one of the phonetic feature values for one of their segments. Instead of having four categories of stimuli as in Hayes and White (2013) , I made use of eight stimulus categories (Natural Simple Control, Natural Simple Experimental, Natural Complex Control, Natural Complex Experimental, Unnatural Simple Control, Unnatural Simple Experimental, Unnatural Complex Control, and Unnatural Complex Experimental)-with the four additional groups being a result of the added variable of interest (i.e. complexity). Table 3 gives a complete list of the stimuli used in the experiment.
The experiment software presented the stimuli through an orthographic representation and an audio recording. Broad IPA transcriptions of the audio recordings are also included in Table 3 , beneath their orthographic representations. A native English speaker from the southeastern United States recorded the audio stimuli with a Logitech, Model Number A-00008 headset microphone, using the microphone's default settings. 
Procedure
The procedure primarily differed from Hayes and White (2013) in the medium that it was presented in. Rather than participating in person, subjects were directed from Mechanical Turk to a website that hosted the experiment. They were instructed to wear headphones, and then, much like Hayes and White (2013) , they were presented with the following instructions:
Languages have rules that determine how well words sound in that language. For example, in English, 'bzarshk' would sound very odd but the word 'kip' would sound fine, even though neither of them are actual words. For the following words, rate numerically how acceptable they would be in English. Let 'poik' be a value of 100. So anything better than this (for example, 'kip') would receive a higher score and anything worse (such as 'bzarshk') would receive a lower score. Be sure to listen to the audio clips and read the words so that you understand how the word is supposed to be pronounced.
Below these instructions was a button labeled "Start Experiment". Each page after the instructions presented participants with one of the stimuli and they used numerical magnitude estimation to gauge its grammaticality (see Bard et al. 1996 for more on this technique in linguistic experiments). Once all of the stimuli had been presented, subjects reported basic demographic information such as gender and age, although none of these demographic factors had an apparent effect on the results. Figure 1 illustrates the results of the experiment. Each of the stimulus categories' mean log ratings are given, with each constraint-violating category next to its control counterpart. If constraints have an effect on speaker judgments (i.e. if speakers learned the constraints when acquiring English), there should be a significant difference between the ratings of the control and violating stimuli. I subtracted the average rating for each violating stimulus from the average rating for its non-violating partner, ran a repeated measures ANOVA (with an error term for subjects) on these data, and found that naturalness, complexity, and their interaction were all significant. These results are given in The significant main effects suggest that both complexity and naturalness play a role in constraint learnability. The interaction could mean that both factors have a larger-than-expected effect when acting together, or could be the result of differences in average constraint complexity across the natural and unnatural categories.
Results

Discussion
Methodological Implications
An important piece of insight that this study provides is the difficulty in constraint choice presented by the Hayes and White (2013) methodology. The fact that it "is not easy to establish firmly the naturalness of constraints" was pointed out by Hayes and White (2013:66) and this difficulty in experimental design only increases when other variables of interest are at play. Since the UCLA Phonotactic Learner (Hayes and Wilson 2008) produces a finite set of constraints, one must always make some compromises in choosing which constraints to use. In my experiment, this primarily affected the difference in complexity between the simple and complex constraint categories, which was very small and inconsistent across different levels of naturalness. While an ideal experimental design would have involved a strict feature cutoff between simple and complex, this was impossible given the constraints provided by the learner. Future work employing this methodology should make an effort to minimize the number of variables being studied so that few, if any, compromises like this must be made.
The Effects of Naturalness and Complexity
The results of my experiment not only show an effect of complexity (as predicted by most artificial language learning studies) but also an effect of naturalness on phonotactic constraint learning. When presented with novel words that violated either natural or simple constraints, subjects rated the words as significantly worse sounding than words that violated unnatural or complex constraints. These lower ratings are interpreted, as in Hayes and White (2013) , as indicating how well these constraints were internalized by speakers. This is a surprising result, considering the lack of evidence in artificial language learning studies for a naturalness bias in phonology (Moreton and Pater 2012) .
Future Work
Future research should investigate the discrepancy between bias effects in studies on natural language (such as the current study) and studies that use artificial languages. Factors unique to the Hayes and White (2013) methodology could be exaggerating the strength of a naturalness bias, such as the simplicity bias built into the UCLA learner (Hayes and Wilson 2008) or the fact that orthographic representations are used in stimulus presentation. Another issue could be that gaps in the UCLA learner's data disproportionately bias the learner toward inducing unnatural constraints that humans have evidence against. Examples of English words that violate the unnatural constraints used in this study are relatively easy to think of, and two examples from popular, fictional media are given in (1) Natural language experiments that use a different procedure for finding patterns in the English lexicon could help gauge how methodologically dependent this apparent naturalness bias is. Alternatively, the discrepancy between these two methodological approaches could stem from artificial language learning hiding the effects of a naturalness bias. Artificial language learning that seeks to more closely replicate the process of natural language acquisition (such as Peperkamp and Martin 2016) has shown more evidence for naturalness bias effects. The results of this study suggest that both naturalness and complexity affect learning, and only through the use of multiple methodological paradigms will we completely understand what contributions both of these biases make to phonological acquisition.
